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SQ-s.  Is minimalist.

In its most stripped-down definition, minimalism 
is about going for only the most essential and 
getting rid of the excesses in favor of optimising 
the efficiency of a workspace. Most design experts 
are seeing this as a growing trend, especially in 
Asia, as a result of employers are keen on nurturing 
collaboration rather than  individual performance.

Minimalist design works. The style is so simple 
that users using it akin to breathing. Thus, giving 
workers optimal mental focuses on the work, and a 
chance to appreciate what’s around us.
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SQ-s  2.0  Teaming high desk

This desk is a solution to group work that combines sitting and standing at one 
time. In line with creating a healthier work environment, the standing option 
encourages our body to do spontaneous postural change without us being 
aware. Frequent changes of posture could lead to a healthier positive effect on 
health, thus increasing employee’s health, comfort, and productivity.



Ergonomically innovates.
Adding on a foot platform can boost this high desk with an ergonomic value. 
When user’s legs are raised at about 90o, the pressure to the underthighs could 
be lifted during a prolonged sitting session. At the same time, a flat-resting feet 
on the platform makes it feeling exactly like resting your feet on the floor. When 
the whole legs are ergonomically resting the whole time while seated, less stress is 
transferred to user’s lower back, thus helps to promote longer use time at this desk.
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In collaboration

As a versatile modular system, it can be benched to support 
both individual and teamworking. 
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SQ-s  3.1

Improving functionality and optimising workspaces are the key to the success of 
using any furniture system in most Asian work cultures.

SQ-s fulfils all standard office requirements by complementing the system easily 
with the all-time favorites : modesty panels (a top need in Asian offices with female 
workers), pedestal storages, cushioned mobile pedestal storages (doubled as a quick 
discussion stopover), functional screen and more.

Instal a Zenpro Trojan cabinet to create a private island workspace as well as 
promote optimal storing organisation skill.



SQ-s  3.2

This system is flexible enough to be expanded to meet the needs 
of team-grouping yet retaining its consistent design aesthetic. 



SQ-s  3.3

Enjoy the view. Enjoy your company of your co-workers. 120o is designed 
to extend work spaces to the maximum more effectively and aesthetically 
than the straight or L configuration. On top of that, SQ-s does it with style.



SQ-s  3.4

The light and simplistic design of the modular structure supports the changing needs 
from team collaboration to individual work spaces and vice versa. Space-efficient 
environments can be re-created and maximised by applying the SQ-s plug-and-match 
functional screen that come in various choices.

Plant box Fabric screenMagazine/book box

Fabric screen with accessory 
rail

Frosted glass/acrylic screen Whiteboard screen

Divider screen (fabric)
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SaleS Office:
B-G-26, Ground Floor,
The TUBE, Block B, Unit 26,
Menara Prima, Jalan PJU 1/37,
47301, Petaling Jaya, Selangor,
Malaysia
Tel: +603-78871733
Fax: +603-7887 1713
Email: info@zenpro.com.my

factOry:
AL 50, Lot 37901,
Jalan Kampung,
Kampung Baru Sungai Buloh,
47000 Sungai Buloh, Selangor, 
Malaysia.
Tel : +6016-332 8196
Fax: +603-6156 1442

Authorized dealers:




